John A. Grant, Jr.:
sent to john.grant @ john.grant.net
New FACTS show more violations of your duty as “masked” Registered Agent, Senator,
Christian, than one could think possible based on your alleged public stand for Truth!
My sources and those as “friends” of the CHURCH/KIDS/TRUTH are starting to
pile on the TRUE facts as follows As Registered Agent you:
1. since 1999, unlawfully block the BY-LAWS AUDIT OF CHURCH FINANCES!
2. knowingly allowed fraud of unauthorized persons to sign on Legal Contracts and State
Records that they had “authority” per the By-Laws to sign for the FBCCP
Corporation. Therefore, the signatures of Geoff Smith, Joe Howlett, Gary
Leatherman, Herman Meister, Tim Jeffers, Ron Beck and OTHERS are fraud!
3. during the SAME MONTHS, I came to you in Sept-Dec 1999, to REPORT
ALLEGATIONS OF MISUSE OF CHURCH FUNDS, PROPERTY, UNLAWFUL
ACTS BY PASTORS AND OTHERS—YOU KNOWINGLY CONSPIRED TO
CONCEAL A $18,969.90 DEFAULT JUDGEMENT for not even responding to a
Complaint, is entered against the CHURCH and at no time in the Church Business
Meeting Quarterly or Yearly Reports does this LYON FINANCIAL SERVICES
INC COMPANY EVEN GET MENTIONED TO THE GENERAL VOTING
MEMBERS as what, who or why our Church was SUED! Was the entire Korean
Church Loan a scam to conceal the money needed to conceal fraud?
4. Additional Research into your conspiracy actions from a “legal” standpoint shows by
you greater frauds and collusion with the C.L.A., Dickinson & Gibbons as Charles
Denny, IV, James Rolfes and Charles Scruggs to conceal evidence from ALL the
General Voting Members as you allowed the frauds of these alleged “Clergy” Beck,
Meister and Smith, Howlett, Jeffers, Leatherman, Karen Townsend and “Others” to
violate the BY-LAWS and even AMEND the BY-LAWS in 2000, to try to remove
“Fault” and “Consequences” for even your Acts as you conspire with new CRIMES!
5. As alleged honorable Christian you have knowingly done Crimes to conceal acts as I
defined to Judge Crenshaw in Motions and Verbal Arguments in that the Rape and
Crimes of the Catholic Priests is not protected under the law as a Religious Right and
these Rape moments may only occur “once” but have lasting scars, but the actions
you do or have done since I came to you since 1999, to stop the acts of Clergy or
Sheriff Deputies, shows you are worse than any as you CONCEAL -ongoing Acts!
6. still intentionally destroy my family and Church just so you could keep me from
continuing to expose your crimes as you help even current Law Enforcement to
conceal FRAUDS against a Church just as “masked” men did thus requiring the
Sherman Act of our Federal Courts and Congress! You really think with the latest
Ruling of our Roberts Supreme Court that you have a prayer to continue your acts!
This past Christmas 2006, I drove to Pensacola to try to see my kids for Christmas, but
your Divorce Injunction of 2003, still assists the Harrods and the Santa Rosa County
Sheriffs in blocking me seeing my kids as they threatened to still put me in jail!
I call on every decent Citizen to Repent, Unite and JOIN ME AS PLAINTIFFS TO
Expose YOU and YOUR GANG as you destroy Constitutional Civil Rights!
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